June 28, 2017
AAAS Statement on House Appropriations Bill for the Department of Energy
The United States federal government serves a critical role in supporting innovation
and advancing energy security through its investment in energy research. While we recognize the
difficult choices that policymakers face in making investments, the current appropriations bill for the
Department of Energy fails to position our nation for the innovations needed to tackle the range of
energy issues we face. The proposed cuts to energy renewables, nuclear and fossil fuels and the
elimination of ARPA-E are misguided. In particular, eliminating ARPA-E is shortsighted: a National
Academies assessment in June 2017 noted that ARPA-E has effectively invested in much-needed, highreward research where the private sector will not invest. ARPA-E has the potential to transform our
energy future, and it should be restored. We urge members of the House Appropriations Committee to
reverse these cuts and make critical investments in energy R&D and are hopeful that members of the
Senate will fund these critical national priorities as they write their appropriations legislation. We stand
ready to work with Congress on these issues going forward.
- Rush Holt, chief executive officer, American Association for the Advancement of Science (AAAS)
The American Association for the Advancement of Science (AAAS) is the world’s largest general
scientific society and publisher of the journal Science, as well as Science Translational
Medicine; Science Signaling; a digital, open-access journal, Science Advances; Science Immunology;
and Science Robotics. AAAS was founded in 1848 and includes nearly 250 affiliated societies and
academies of science, serving 10 million individuals. Science has the largest paid circulation of any
peer-reviewed general science journal in the world. The nonprofit AAAS is open to all and fulfills its
mission to “advance science and serve society” through initiatives in science policy, international
programs, science education, public engagement, and more. For additional information about AAAS,
see www.aaas.org.
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